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31 
An economic analysis of the structural problem of 
function of Research and Development in relation_ 

INTRODUCTION 

firm size in Italy 
Alessandro Ruggieri • 

Enrico Maria Mosconi' 
Cecilia Silvestri' 

Alessio Maria Braccini' 
Stefano ?oponi' 

Eisa Serpico • 

An firm's desire to innovate is always grounded on and driven by two concepts, one tactical, 
be summed up as follows "innovate not to succumb", the other of a more strategic and snuctural 
"innovate for competitive advantage" (Afuah, 1998, de Jong, and Vermuelen, 2007; Schilling, 
Thus, firms view umovation as a repetitive and continuous process, in which the changes in 
organization and management are intertwined and mutually fuel each other, kick-starting a 
circle of improved business results (Davenport, 1994; Schilling, 2005; Tabacci, 2003). 

Since Solow's groundbreaking study (1957); many others have demonstrated the key role 
nological change in economic growth (Fortis, 2005, 2012; Gros-Pietro, 2004; Quadrio et~ 
Miglletta., 2004; Mariotti, 2005; Santarelli. Sterlacchini. 1990; Yang and Liu, 2006). In the wake 
studies, a vast literature has flourished on the relationship between technology and the growtli. 
ductivity and the economy. Over the last two decades, an abundant and varied literature has investi 
the economic impact of innovative activities. The focus, inter alia, was estimating the rate of 
firms, of investments m Research and Development. In particular, this issue has been 
vestigated in a number of industrialized countries, recent examples of which are the studies by Hall .~ 
Mairesse (1995) in France, Harioff (1998) in Germany, and Wakelin (2001) in the UK. 

In Italy, the analyses of how :nvestments in R&D (Pa.risi et al., 2002; Del Monte and Papagni, 200~~~ 
Information Technology and Telecomr:m:llcations (Az:erJ and Ca:boni 2001; Buga.."':'lelli and Pagan~ 

2001) can influence the productivity of manufacturing companies has provided new empirical · . 
in support of the hypothesis that innovative activines and firm performance are positively correlated. 
However, these studies have left open the issue of how to determine the rate of return ofR&D effortS .E~;~·~~:~.Q~"~ 

Over the years, empirical evidence has emerged, and produced a great deal ofliterature, to the effect 
that there is no direct relationship between the large number of new products lannched on the ma:-

· Depa.rnnent of Economics and .lv1.anagernent, University of Tuscia 
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and the classical values of inves:ment in research a..."ld develo?ment (Aiello and Pupo 2003, 2004). 
I~ has always been a particularly interesting case because, as is well known, itS production structure 
is based on so-called "traditional" sectors, specializing in low-tech products produced by unskilled la
bour. Therefore, Italy is often represented as an economy of late development, mid-way between the 
developed and developmg countnes, in terms of its factor endovvments and comparative advantage 
strUcture (Fortis, 2005, 2012; Gros-Pietro, 2004; Quadrio et al., 2002; Miglietta, 2004; Mariotti, 2005). 
ItS international specialization appears to be concentrated in traditional sectors that tend to employ a 

~~~~r~ higher ?rO?ortion of unskilled labour, compared to those in which its main trading partners specialize. 

In this respect too, in Italy's case, several scholars argue that the distributional effects of international 
trade, as predicted by the model developed by Stolper and Sa...-nuelson (1941), may have been beneficial 
to unskilled workers. 

However, the advantages descending from the intermediate position of the Italian economy have 
undermined by the progress in international economic integration. 

For example, trade liberalization policies (the abolition of the Multi£bre Agreement) have affected 
traditional areas of specialization of the Itahan economy, favouring the expansion of emerging coun-
(Faini et al., 1999). -

i~~~~~· In order to successfully trigger significant innovation processes, in firms and countries, existing 
!C knowledge must be put to effective use and new knowledge created, expertise in the fields of base and 

applied research must be ccnsolidated or established and then readily transformed into useful appli
cations for the production of material goods and services. In addition, the gradual broadening of the 

r .. business "environment" and its increased dynamism impairs the effectiveness of the traditional intema
. i:ionalization strategies (Darra and Kurtzbergb, 2000). 

·< 

The international dimension also requires that small and medium-sized companies adopt a global 

. vision. which expands and involves all stages of production and marketing: choice of suppliers, make
pr-buy dec.sions, productivity and efficiency comparisons "'-16 competitors, the search for sources of 
nnancing, technological decisions, business strategies. 

For many years now, the Italian industrial system has been characterized by the implementanon of 
different internationalization strategies by manufacturing firms, primarily as a function of their size. 

We should also add that Italian firms operate today in a very uncertain economic environment, both 
nationally and internationally. The modest growth of our economy over the last ten years - weighed 
down by debt and the strength of the euro - and fierce international competition have resulted in the 

~~~;.ft7~[; , overall loss of competitiveness of!talian companies, with regard to both maintaining their share of Eu
ropean markets and seizing the growth opportunities offered by emerging markets. 
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BACKGROUND .. 
The trade specialization pattems of the Italian economy 

A contribution to the research for outlining "informal" Innovation defi:Utely comes from the market 

data of industrial systems. It can, in fact, be found in the new products or services launched on tll~ 
market, which can be summarized - in aggregate form- in the country's trade specialization pattern. :· · 

.-\! • 

The pattern of trade sp~cializaoon of the Italian economy has changed Significantly in recent years~ 
featuring the substantial weakening of its traditional comparative advantages, eroded by growing com

petition from the emerging countries. Italy, in fact, ranks eighth, worldwide, in terms of the sale of 

products and goods (Table 31.1) 

Table 31.1. - League table of the top exporters of goods 

Rao.kings 
---

2001 

6 

1 

2 

3 

9 

4 

13 

8 

17 

11 

Source ICE 

2010 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

12 

9 

Graduatorie 

Countries 

2011 

China 

2 u.s. 
3 Genmny 

4 Japan 

5 Netherlands 

6 Fr..nce 

7 South Korea 

8 Italy 

9 Russia 

10 Belgiuo 

Countries --------------2001 

1 

2 

3 

12 

4 

24 

5 

7 

8 

2010 

9 

2011 

u.s. 
lf!( 

Germany 

China 

France 

India 

Japan 

Spain 

Holland 

2010 

1578 

1278 

1259 

770 

574 

523 

466 

447 

4{)0 

409 

246 

233 

170 

144 

123 

139 

123 

116 

Value 

2011 

1899 

1481 

1474 

823 

660 

597 

555 

523 

522 

1.76 

274 

253 

182 

161 

148 

143 

141 

128 

2010-2011 

20.3 

15.8 

17.1 
6.9 

15 

14.1 

19.0 

16.9 

30.4 

16.5 

11.3 

8.5 

6.9 

11.4 

20.4 

2.9 

14.3 . 

11.1 

2001 

4.3 

118 

9.2 

6.5 

3.7 

5.2 

2.4 

3.9 

1.6 

3.1 

8.0 

5.7 

2.2 

5.5 

1.1 

4.4 

3.'/ 

3.4 

%Share 

2010 

10.3 

8.4 

8.3 

5.0 

3.8 

3.4 

3.1 

2.9 

2.6 

2.7 

62 

4.5 

3.9 

3.3 

3.7 

3.3 

3.1 

2011 

10.4 

8.1 

8.1 

4.4 

3.9 

3.6 

3.4 

3.4 

3.1 
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Countries Value %..1. %Share 

2011 2010 2011 2010-2011 2001 2010 2011 

10 10 Singa.pore 112 125 11.6 1.9 3.0 3.0 

10 11 11 Hong Kong 106 121 13.8 2.8 2.8 2.9 

18 13 12 lrelmd 97 107 10.3 16 2.6 2.6 

6 12 13 It•ly 98 107 9.2 39 2.6 :.!.6 

The ~ort surplus from manufacturing stands at about 56.4 billion, making good much of the 
lost in the previous two years, when the surplus was 37.9 billion. 

In particular, if we exclude the chemical (which depends on organic hydrocarbons) and pharmaceu-
. tical sectors, all the other macro-sectors have contributed to this improvement, mechanical engineering 
fust and foremost with a surplus of 44.4 billion euro (equal to about twice the surplus for consumer 
goods for personaVhome care). 
. . 

~ The offiClal figures for 2011 show that manufacturing exports have grown in value (in euros) by 11.5 
· . percent, slightly above the world trade average: after three years of gradual decline (from 4.35 percent 

. in 2007 to 3.70 percent in 2010), I::aly's maoufactunng market share has risen slightly to 3.72 percent. 

This trend has been supportec by a positive "product effect" (due to the weak dynamics, as a result of 
falling prices, of the international trade value of electronic goods, a sector in which Italy is not special
ized); in any case, the increasing market shares in a number of sectors has also contributed, such as the 

· iron and steel industry (from 4.9 to 5.1 percent), pharmaceuticals (from 3.6 to 4 percent), leather goods 
(from 13.2 to 13.4 percent), :ootwear (from 10 to 10.2 percent), and most importantly, given its size, the 
1pechanical tools sector, whose share rose from 6.3 to 6.5 percent, slightly up compared to a bad 2010. 

Italy's share of the worldwide garment market remained unchanged at 5.6 percent, after falling for 
two years; while the downward trend was ongoing in the other sectors in which the Italian eco:1omy is 
traditionally specialized (textiles, ceramic tiles, marble, appiiances, furnitt:re,jewehy), albeit at a slower 

Having regard to the ma...-mfacturing industry as a whole, last year, Italian eA'POrrs grew more than 
· in France or Germany, and the comparison with France almost invariably sees Italy on top, since 2005 

(except in 2008 and 2009). 

In the 2009-2011 period, the comparison with all the EU competitors shows mixed results in the 
single sectors, Wlth an upward trend in the traditional sectors, such as textiles, leather and footwear, 
intermediate sectors, such as chemistry and metalworking, and high innovation-intensive sectors (com
puters-electronics-optical products). 

In 2011, Italy still ranked second, with regard to worldwide exports of clothing, leather and footwear, 
third wi~h respect to textiles, furniture, household appl!ances, non-metallic rruneral products (tiles, 
glass, building materials), fourth for metal products (mechanical tools, cutlery, etc.), and fifth for steel, 
rubber and plastics, electrical and mechanical engineering . 

------· - ---------------- - ------
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Figure 31.1 gives an overview of"Economic Complexity: Mapping Paths to Prosperity", for Lu.d.v-~ ... :~' 
ping products based on certain inhere:tt requirements, m terms of k:nowiedge, in order to identifY 
processes for accumulating production knowledge and defming each country's place within an· 
rional geography of complexity, also with a view to anticipating future changes in its competitive 
ture, to highlight the strategic options associated with its economic development. In part:J.cular, 
finds itself in an intermediate position, which signifies 'moderately complex' worldwide trade 
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Figure 31.1 Degree of complexity of intmlalicn.al trade 

Source: Rapporto ICE 2012 
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Italian industry has concentrated its specialization in the fields of mechanical engineering and ·· . 
specialist productions, such as electric cars. 

In these sectors, the 'industrial district' model, consisting of a web of small and medium firms 
which 1S :..h.e key trai~ of Italy's economic system - has maintained a signi5cant competitive 
helping to reduce the impact of competition from emerging countries. 
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Tabk 31.3 Traksptciai£zatior. indices ofthdta!ian manufact-uring secwr 

1980-81 1990-91 2000-01 2007-08 

0.62 0.63 0.59 0.44 

and mechan1cal devices 0.34 0.43 0.41 0.44 

047 0.1-.~ 0.51 0.43 

I 
0.43 0 . .4.4 0.42 0.43 

~ I 
C3 0.04 0.44 037 r 

-0.12 -0.21 -0.01 0.29 

articles for travel, bags, saddler and 0.69 0.62 0.38 0.29 

-0.17 0.03 -D.05 0.28 

articles and plastic materials 025 0.25 0.25 026 

0.23 0.37 0.35 0.23 

0.51 0.51 0.3 0.19 

0.5 0.26 0.16 0.17 

0.06 0.11 0.07 0.15 

-0.33 -0.22 -0.16 -0.06 

paste, paper and p4per product, editorial -026 -0.14 -0.15 -0.06 
pnnring produCts 

industry products 0.04 -D.04 -D.l2 -D.08 
.;., ... _ ... 

-~DC!i produCts, beverages, tObacco -0.41 -D31 -0.16 -D.1 

Pharnuceutical base produCts and -0.01 -D.25 0 -D.ll 

pharrt'~ceutlcal preparations 

MotOr vehicles, tOwing and semi· tev.-ing ea..'> -0.19 -0.13 -0.19 -0.16 

>Chemical produCts -0.32 -034 -0.29 -0.24 

·1V and te!eco=unicacion devices ·037 ..{)38 -0.25 ..{).35 ... 
Non iron bOlSe metals -0.73 -0.63 -0.58 -0.42 

Wood, or wood and cork products (=ludmg -058 ..{).49 -0.4 -0.44 

furniture) 

. ·Office macbmes, computers md informa:Jcs -0.15 -D.13 -D.47 -0.65 
systems 

So;.1rce STAN-OECD-ICE 2012 d.ta 
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Table 31.3, which shows the NTS indices (this is an indicator based on the formula proposed by 
Balassa and Bauwens- 1988, commonly used in the economic lite:ature for measuring the intensity of , 
intra-industry trade). The NTS indices may be more directly interpreted as a measure of the b.tensity 
of inter-industry specialization, because they do not incorporate other variables, such as the size of the 
sector or 1ts degree of openness- (Iapadre, 2001, 2002) for 24 manufacturing sectors. 

Until the early Nineties, the most specialization-intensive areas of the Italian economy were still the 
traditional consumer goods sectors, such as clothing, footwear and furniture. 

Over the past two decades, the comparative advantage of most of these sectors has been considerably 
i:n?aired, as a result of which they have dropped significantly in the rankings. On the other hand, t4_"e 
mechanical engineering industry has established itself as the most important field of specialization, fui_ 
ther consolidating an already strong position, held also thanks to the production of instrumental goods ' 
for manufacturing traditional consumer products. The specializauon indices have relatively improved 
in such sectors as precision instruments and aeronautics. .: 

The conclusion is that the specialization pattern of Italian industry has been transformed, bo~ 
tively and passively, as a result of the progress made by emerging countries, but also due to the .......... "'" ... 
man.y Italian fu:ns operating in traditional sectors have reflected the international process of 
fragmentation, stimulating exports of intermediate goocis and investments in the global 
networks. 

Th.:s transformation however raises the question of the capacity of medium-tech industries, J..lL.""'""'~ 
Italy is specialized, to absorb the workforce made redundant by the traditional high lat•oui-J.nte:nsJlvese& 
tors, and fuels the widespread fear that the process of outsourcing, observed in the data on l'.mntc•vnle 
may be the result of industrial decline, rather than a beneficial structural evolution of the C''-'-'uuu•'J 

Outline of the I talian production system and IliJ.D. size for the capacity to 

The Italian production structure is characterized by a predominance of small and 
v.1th a high percentage of so-called "microfums" (fewer than 10 employees). In 2007, SMEs 
for 81.1% of the Italian work:orce, the highest percentage :L.-nong Spain, France, Germany_ ...... .,...~~~~~..., 
United Kingdom. Likewise, small and medium-sized firms account for 71.3% of the added vaJU'e 
ated in Italy, while in Spain this indicator amounts to 68%, u;_ France 56%, Germany 536% and 
51%. b 2006, Italian SMF..s mvested, on average, 1.7% of their turnover in innovation, second 
Germany (l.SO/o) among the major European countries. Compared to Spain, France, Germiny --7 •. ~~"""'-~ 
United Kingdom, Italy also features the smallest gap in terms of the impact of investments in 
tion on turnover, between SM.Es and large firms. 

Today, the Italian production system in the manU:actJring sector comprises about 460,000 IDOl~~::,:;·~: 
turing firms, mostly small firms scarcely equipped to withstand the type of competition engend 
globalization, and d1ff!':rs from the predominant production systems m Anglo-Saxon countries 
actcrized by a form of capit2.lism that has developed, over time, a strong specialization in the 

finance, with the London Stock Exchange acting as a powerful driver), Germany (where 
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is based on a Fordist-type oodel integrating finns, banks and trade unions), France (dor:llnated by 
industrial complexes partnered wjth a nationwide network of science parks and strong connec

with the military-industrial complex), and in the Hanseatic Nord1c countries, from Flanders to 
and Finland (based on the modem economic mix of technological knowledge and expertise). 

In fact, the competitiveness of!talian finns has declined in relative terms, compared to its main in
competitors, alsc due to: 

a limited propensity to investing in R&D, accompanied by deep-rooted difficulties encountered 
by the research syste:n in building links between research results and their implementation in 
the production process; 

the typical size ofltalia."1 firms. 

On top of this, the Italia.1 production system is represented by a locally-based form of capitalism, 
according to Beccattini (2006), tends to view the firm as an individual 'life project', reflected in 

predominance of family-run businesses. 

Firms mostly start off as small businesses, they grow and become medium-sized and, eventually, 
;....,,...c+nrrn into small (pocket-sized) multinationals; the whole country has been transformed into one 

odustrial district, while the local districts become production plarl"or:ns. This is a form of seamless 
~mam;m;i!.L!.:l4U<CJ:I, which incorporates the family, the fin:::l and the local community, straddling agricul

manufacturing. tourism and services. In practice, we have examined a succession of three historical 
that have produced patterns and hegemony. 

first cycle was the era of industrialization, dominated by the establishment oflarge private corn
; the second cycle wjtnessed the development oflarge public companies (IRI, ENT, EFIM) and of 

.uv''"''-'.u<U. capitalism, spread by small £irrns gathered into 'business districts'. 

·'The third, and current, cycle is dwacterized by a "fourth capitalism", according to a definition 
~'u.o:",u by the firm history scholars of the Bocconi University. 

As mentioned above, Italy is cha.-acterized by a large number of small and very small businesses; suf
it to mention that over 90% of all registered companies have fewer than 20 employees, compared to 

average of80 to 85% in many OECD countries. Firm demographics in Italy are relatively low, despite 
limited size of companies (see Table 31.4), generally associated with a more dynamic business stance 

companies tend to have a higher birth/death rate compared to the larger companies). 

Tablt 31.4 The size ofitalianfirms compared tc several other European countries 

0-9 188,500 119,418 373,932 155,699 96,912 

10-49 23,000 55,131 74,647 30,468 23.275 

50-249 5,600 16,no 9,753 4,937 6,699 

+ 249 1,400 4,170 1,396 868 1,531 

218,500 195,439 459,ns l91,m 128,L17 
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~·FOCUSOFTHECHAPTER 

Products and the technological content of production in intemational trade 

Product innovation is understood differently today than in the past It is no longer just a ;natter of 

achieving product leadership. 

This was :.tildoubtedly a defining c~:istic for ::laDY It:aliaa manclacturing companies, which; 

for many years, ensured the success of our products on the international markets. Unfortunately, today, 

product leadership- which means focusing on high-quality, high-end and ex.Clusive brand products- is 
no longer s:J.ffi.cient (Fortis, 2005, 2012, Gros-Pietro, 2004; Qu.aci.:io et al., 2002; Migliett4, 2004; Mari
otti, 2005). The combination of product and price leadership is viewed as the main strength ofleadm~ 

companies in the forthcoming years, and the approach Italian companies intend to adopt to achieve 

this end is based on improving the effectiveness of the product lifecycle management process (3oitani· 

and Cicciotti, 1992; Amendola et al. 2005; Balloni and Iacobucci, 2004). According to the results o.f 

our scrvey, in fact, single manufacturing companies expect to obtain a series of benefits from improved 

product Efecycle manageoent, including a dramatic increase :n product quality, reduced orc>tot:voJ:ne-· 

and "industrialization" costs, savings generated by the reuse of existing components, and reduced 
resulting from compliance with regulations: In short, fi...rrn.s believe that better product liiecycle 

ageoen.t will lead to a combination of price and product leadership. 

A survey recently conducted in Italy, on the benefits descending from effective product 

management, has revealed that the major motvation for businesses to innovate was the financial 

efits that could be obtained, namely, the reduction of product "indus:rializa.tion" costs, the saviags 

erated by the reuse of existing components, the reduction of prororyping costs, along with the uu1uu·v,.:.· 

of prototy?es, and the incr~ase in product quality, regardless of whether thei: organization was ~v• .......... ~J 
equipped to do so (Drucker, 2002; Fortis, 2005; Becheikh et al. 2006). 

Following is an overview of the advantages of an effective product lifecyde management: 

1. Reducing waste and reprocessL'l.g 

2. Providing partners I clients with safe and functional access to iz:.for:nation 

3. Speeding up the design and introduction of new products 

4 Improving collaboration between the various departments and with suppliers 

5 Lrttegrating wor!dlows 

6. Reducing regulation compliance costs 

7 Financial be2efits 

8 Reducing product "industrialisation" costs 

9 Saving money by reutilizing existing components 

10. RedUCl:lg pro:otyping costs wd the number of prototypes 

1 1
• Incre;J.siug plOduct quality 

12. Providing more efficient responses to clients 

Source: IDC Manufacturing Insigbts- Oct 2011 
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'""''-·--·- on a.n mvesugation into the technological content of production, we can summa..-ize the key 
of innovation as follows: 

Technological innovation is the basis of the econom1c growth of a country. 

High-tech industries feature a greater growth of added value. 

With regard to investment m research and production, Italiai1-owned comparues are segmented into 
mdustnal sectors, with phar:naceutics, transportat1011 and electronics topping the list. Morcovc1, these 

"~-~··-"""are also those fea~g the highest level of internationalization (Figure 31.2). 

160 
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Elenronia • 
120 Energla • • 

Chlmia 

100 
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erutruzooni 
• Mobill e aloi Sl!ttor1 

60 
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V abblgllamento 

40 
20 60 100 140 180 220 

Figurt 31.2 Tht c:harar:t.tristit:s ofltalian-cwned companies (total industry indtx=100) Internationalization index 
{ratio of ttttan exports and sales abroad to turnover) 

There are many reasons behind Italy's low-profile performance, with respect to innovation: weak
ness factors are concentrated in the area ofboth innovation inputs, i.e. low tec:mica.l/scientific speciali
zation, lack of continuous rra.i.ning, low number of university graduates in scientific subjects, lack of 
collaborative innovation projects between firms and with universities, collapse of investments by ven
ture capital operators and of expenditure in the ICT sector, and outputs, such as, in particular, the low 
propensity to international ?atenting. 

Table 31.5 Technolcgical intmsity of productian 

Germany 

Low 31.1 

Meoum-Low 263 

Medium High 33.9 

High 8.7 
Source: OECD ;md Mediob:mo data 

Italy 

39.9 

30.2 

26 

3.9 

Spain 

39.6 

33.4 

193 

7.7 
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Consequently, the predominant interpretations explain the a:isting difficulties in terrr..s of~~ ........... ~., 
ited capacity of firms to invest in Research & Development; as well as in the Italian 
model, based on small-sized businesses specializing in mature sectors, unable to keep up with 
tional compeci.tion, which has gradually moved towards high added-value productions and an 
ing content of knowledge and innovation. 

Table 31.6 Several characteristic structural paramdtrs of industrial sectors in Ita.'y 

Medium/High technology sector 

Value added for perso:mel unit 126 

Expenses for employers 118 

Export per employer 183 

Investments per employer 146 

-in production 106 

- inR&D 257 

-in environme:J.t protection 174 

Mmufacturing = 100 
Source: Farmindustria data 

Table 31.7 Tk top 10 [t4lian companies ~g in R&D 

Firm Sector R&SMil€ ---
Finmeccanica 1\erospace-[)efence 1,926 

Fi.1t Automotive 1,692 

Telecom Italia Telecommu:::Ucations 842 

lntesa Sanpaolo Banking 211 

Eni Hydrocarbon 207 

Unicredit Banking 142 

Pirelli Automotive and componen::s 137 

Chiesi Fa.:nuceutici Pharmaceutics 132 

Italtel Telecommunications 94 

Enel Electrici ry 88 

Source: Edison Foundation on Monito:-ing industrial research: the 2010 EU industrial R&D investment scoreboard 

For an accurate confirmation of the aggregate indicators, we can take as an example the data rela~P,.? , 
to the top 10 Italian companies Observing Table 31 7, we can see that the sum of the R&D investment?.• 
by the top Itahan companies (totaling € 5,471 b1llion) is equal to the sum invested, in the same year, bX 
the German \k)lkswagen flrrn alone (€ 5,790 billion). 

Trus technological gap in Italy, compared to other European countries, also emerges from 6e 

ysis of the data on employment, particularly in high- tech sectors, where the level of emp 
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below the European average. On the contra.-y, in the :nedium-higb technology sectors, this gap is sub
-stantially smaller; Italy, in fact, appears to be in line with the European average (7.5% in Italy compared 
Wlth an average of 6.69%), due to lts well-established skills in mechanics, trar1sportation and space 
technology. 

The counoy's export capac1ty in the science-based sectors, however, is still small, compared to the 
.EVavt ·age (S.l: cc mpar .d t•) ~4.51°t of o_al exnort') (Fimws 10.3-30 4). · 

OxupaU In tu&)>- &potWd0t1e 
toc:h ~) hl&l>·Wch ~ dol 

tot:ol••port:ato) 

~ut nuovi per PtodoW nuO\.i per 
i! n"'IU'CClto ex .. lmpr~e ('%. 

6-ttura. to) futtu~to) 

Cl<cupaO hel 
J«t.ori~ 

hle;h/hlsh.-h 
('l:;) 

Figurt 31.3 Indicators of tJu types of industrial produaicms in Italy. compart.d with otlur countria. 

· PNR 2011-2013 :and European Innovation Scoreboard 

~n lnnov.::~tri.:l Pt.fl tf\no'l.-;atrid lr\ Ver'lturor e~pho"l Sp...oiT ~p~ P~Ochchanno 

l.n-hou•e (0:. x 10) coopC1"ftz:ione (';. x (::OMt..) fnr:rodono 
lO) lnn..>~:donJ no~ 

.........,.<>o""=hv (%) 

Figurt 31.4 Inrwvation capa..--ity indi!ators in Italy, compared with othtr count:ries 

· PNR 2011-2013 and European Innovation Scoreboard 

expenditure trends and the structure ofR&D in the Italian production system, 
ared with other European countries 

structure of investments in research and development can either slow down or speed up the ability 
pursue the creation ofknowledge. 
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' :n par:icular, in the field of publicly-funded research, It:Uy invests 0.56% of its GDP, compared to 

EU average of 0.65% (the figure relates to 50% of funding to un.iversities and 100% of funding to 

research institutions and. centres). 

Private investments in R&P are considerably below the European average: only 0.55 corapalred 

1.17% of the GDP, while, in the case ofR&D investments by large and medium-sized companies, 
Mediobanca figures indicate a situation in line with their principal intematio:1al competitors. 

In. te:ms of the ann\lli increase :U the percentage ofGDP invested in R&D, Italy ranks bottom in 
EU-27 :.ist, with an increase o£14.8% over the past yea= (Table 31.8). Further food for thought is · 
by crossing the value of the SIT (S u:runary Innovation Index) with the level of per c.apif4 income and 
5U27 average. It:Uy is the only European economy with an income level in line with the EU 

and at the same time a performance in innovation lower than the same benchmark. Furthermore, Spain, 

Portugal, Czech Republic, Slovenia., Cyprus, Estonia are all currently ahead of It:Uy, confirming that 
It:Uy is not accelerating in the drive for innovation, while the enlargement countries are catching up and · 

quickly bridging the structural gaps, aiming with determination towards an innovation-based eccmomy: 

Moreover, in the SIT 2009 league table Italy nnks only 19th, below the European average, o...ul.L.J.J.J..U.Jwt, 

se:ious delzy in ~ping the co:npet:tive advantages of innovation. 

Tab~ 31.8 R&D ~nt tre.nds in. Italy betw->..en 1980 and 2011 

Year Cost R&D/GDP Cost R&D Mil € Cost R&D Ind Manufacture 

1980 0.74 1,496 726 

1985 1.47 6,308 2,408 

1990 125 11,171 4,522 

1991 1.19 11,517 4,887 

1992 1.15 11,255 5.044 

1993 1.09 9,566 4,730 

1994 1.02 9,080 4,696 

1995 0.97 8,386 4,809 

1996 0.98 9,779 5,167 

1997 1.02 10,828 5,266 

1998 l.P4 11,401 5,007 

1999 1.02 11,524 6,294 

2000 1.04 12,460 6,879 

2001 1.08 13,572 7,237 

2002 1.!2 14,600 7,288 

2003 1.11 14.895 7,208 

2004 1 1 15,375 7,345 

2005 1.09 15,657 7,859 

2006 1.14 16,835 8,173 
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Year Cost R&D/GDP Cost R&D Mil € Cost R&D Ind Manufacture 

2007 1.17 18,231 9,285 

2008 1.21 18,993 10,222 

2009 1.26 19,209 10,069 

?.010 126 19,539 10,764 

2011 1.22 19,305 10,861 
Source: ISTAT daD processed by Farmindustria 

The international companson of the Innovation index scoreboard shows how our country is classed 
the moderate mnovators. Our greatest strength is represented by intellectual assets, innovative 

and the results they produce. The major weaknesses, instead, consist in the (scarce) investments 
innovation and cross-border collaboration between companies. 

In Italy, large comparues alone cover 72.7% of industrial research. On the cont-ary, investments by 
businesses are very low and correspond to 5.1% of total investments, a situation also shared by 
countries: the figure, however, is a source of concern if one considers that, in Italy, SMEs account 

99% of firms, and are concentrated m "trad1tJonal" medium-to-low technology sectors. 

Table 31.9 Investments in R&D by sector, in relation to markd siu 

Aeronautics and other transportation means 

t/Pharmaceutic:al and biotech for health 

- of which Pharmaceutics 

Precision and dectro-medtc:al devices 

Electric devices 

Chemic:a.l and pecrol 

Tv, radio, and telecommunications devices 

Medium-high technology sectOrs 

Mmuheturing industry 

Tot:a.l 
Source: ISTAT daD processed by Farmindusma 

MiJ € 

3.424 

1.788 

1250 

1.291 

667 

500 

436 

4(}3 

302 

8.2n 

10.861 

14.365 

% o/o Manufacturing 

23,8 31,5 

12,4 16,5 

8,7 11,5 

9 11,9 

4,6 6,1 

3,5 4,6 

3 4 

2,8 3,7 

2,1 2,8 

57,6 76,2 

75,6 100 

100 

% business presence 
on the market 

4,4 

3,3 

6,2 

2,1 

3,4 

5,8 

1,4 

0,4 

2,7 

2,5 

1,2 

In 2010, spending in innovation- which includes the cost of research md development, investmentS 
in new productS and their introduction on the markets- reached the figure of 121 bilhon euros and was 

expected to rise, 10 2011, to 130 billion, beatmg the previous 2008 record of 126 billion euros. A survey 
sponsored by the European Corrurussion enables a comparison between Italy and the other major Eu
ropean countries, in terms of spending on research and industrial development. 
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Table 31.10 shows how Germany is by far the European country with the greatest i..::ldustrial 
for investing huge sums in research: Germany, among the major European countries, is the only 
with an industrial group, Volkswagen, which spends more than 5 billion a year in R&D, plus as 
as 4 groups that invest between 2.5 and 5 billion. In. comparison, France and England feature no 
with an R&D budget i..::l excess of 5 billion and only two g:-oups that invest between 2.5 and 5 
euros each; in I:aly there are no companies at all that spend above 2.5 billion per year. 

Tabk 31.10 Spending in research and development by major European industrial companies in. 2009. Number ojconwa1ties 
each country by cl.tus of R&D spendin.g 

Italy Gennany France UK 

o}tre 5 1 0 0 

2,5-4,9 4 2 2 

1-2,5 2 6 2 1 

0,5-0,99 3 10 5 

0,25-0,49 8 6 5 

0,1-0,24 5 26 15 18 

Number ofindustria.l Societies with more than 100 Mil € 8 48 35 31 
Source: Edison Foun~tion in Monitonng industrial research.: the 2010 EU industrial R&D investment scoreboard 

Coosidenng the companies that, in 2009, invested over 100 million Euros in research, no 
48 are located in Germany, with a total expenditure of more than € 39 billion, 35 in France, 
vested 22.5 billion overall, 31 in England, with a level of expenditure of 15.8 billion, while 
located in Italy, with an aggregate investment of about 5.3 billion (Table 31.10). 

Italy and Germany share th~ feature of being countries with a strong manufacturing 'n11''"~-v 
while Germany features :naoy large industrial groups, which boost its leading role in the ~-·-w---= 
search and internationalization, Italy is the reign of small and medium firms, which is yet 
son why it is so difficult here to invest large sums in research and development. 
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tion and the trade in technology in Italy 

Table 31.11 %composition if innovation producers and transftrors by type 

2010 2011 

56.9 57.3 

18.6 16.7 

10.8 14.8 

3.9 5.6 

7.8 5.6 

2 

. survey by the Chambers of Commerce, on its innovation services, has highlighted the st:ucmre of 
:.crllllU<''-'~'>Y producers and transferors. 

Table 31.12 Applications recdllt!d by Patent & Tradtr1Uirk Offices in 2010-11 

208 944 

1,181 1,115 

2,500 2,393 

3,639 3,317 

4,175 4,037 

4,231 4,282 

4,941 4,667 

petitions 8,860 6,353 

9,470 9,519 

26,069 26,955 

55,122 54,033 

In terms of innovation dynamics, Table 31.11 shows how applications to Chambers of Commerce 
in 2011, with respect to patents, utility models, inventions, designs and requests for transla

ofEuropean patents. There was a slight decline only in the number of applications for the regis-
of trademarks ( -2% yoy), a trend which demonstrates that the industrial fabric, in Italy, is sub

" resisting" against the ongoing economic crisis, which weighs heavily on the ability to spend. 

Lastly, the reluctance to invest m R&D is confirmed by the Italian performance in the transfor:nation 
knowledge into economic value, as can be inferred from the analysis of patents and licenses. 
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The number of Italian. patents per million inhabitants filed with the European Patent Office/ . 
the U.S. Patent and 'frademark Office, lS approximately equal to half oe EU average (87.3 and 31 
respectively, compared to 136.7 and 50.9). The low number of patents produced by the public 
(unive:-sities and public research facilities) confirms the need to intervene with respect to the 
public insntutions, both m terms of governance and incentive policies (Figure 31.5). 

Nuovi bt'e'Yet.ti 
liPO (per m:uonc 

dl abh.ant.l) 

Nuo\.; tr.demari< Nuo->1 d""IS" (per 
(per Jnil;one dl mmone ell 

ebll..,li) eblt&:'lli) 

Numi bc-e\•etti 
USI'TO(pc:r 
m.ilione dJ 
3biO>nli) 

Nuov! b<evetti 

lriadlci (per 
n'lilionedl 
nbl.,.nli) 

F&gUr~ 31.5 Transformation ofknow~dge into patents in Italy and ~lsewhere 

Source: Pl\.TR. 2011-2013 e European Innovation Scoreboard 

The above trend is confirmed by the technology balance of payments (TBP), whose flows 
!nrucator of the input (payments) and output (proceeds) of technology. 

Table 31.12 shows that, internationally, Italy has a strong competitive pOSition in terms of 
changdexploita.tion of patents, know-how and inventions. Despite the situation of economic 
turn., recent trends have shown a development in the interu1ty of product-process innovation. It 
showing a recovery by smaller companies, while confirming the structural trend, according to 

the larger the firm, the greater the propensity to innovate. 
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Table 31.13 Th! ttchnology balance of payments 

TAKINGS PAYMENTS BALANCES 

Kearo % Keuro % Keuro 

•Commerce of technology 532.850 16,5 590.761 19,4 -57.911 

53.172 1,6 32.257 1,1 20.915 

rights oo pateots 441336 13,6 510.604 16,8 -69.268 

37.756 1,2 47.612 1,6 -9.856 

586 0,0 288 0,0 298 

185.820 5,7 633.423 20,8 -447.603 
etc. 

172.132 5,3 550.944 18,1 -378.812 

oftrade=ks 13.688 0,4 82.479 2,7 -68.791 

oftnde=ks, 

1.340.607 41,5 675.149 22,2 665.458 

32.461 1,0 60.800 2,0 -28.339 

of expert technicians 145.441 4,5 91.188 3,0 54.253 

18.065 0,6 30.737 1,0 -12.672 

1.144.640 35,4 492.424 16,2 652.216 

1.144.454 35,4 563:949 18,5 580.505 

1.144.454 35,4 563.949 18,5 580.505 

30.048 0,9 584.312 19,2 -554.264 

3233.779 100,0 3.047.594 100,0 186.185 

latest official figures show that in 2009, the overall TBP was negative for about 186 million Eu

although improving greatly year on year. 

intangible infrastructure for informal research by small companies 

activities are of vttaltmportance and the innovanon process is dependmg more and more on a se

of interrelated factors. Due to increasingly complex innovation processes and rising costs, especially 

businesses located near or on the technological border, collaboratlon between firms has become a 

· success factor. 
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Interest:mgly, collaboration is not just a way to save money, in respect of the costs entailed by 
innovation process, but also, if not predominantly; a means for broadening the scope of innovative 
Ject:s and e:xplmcing complement:arities with other compuies. 

The OECD Report on Innovation Strategy (2010) shows how innovative Italian companies are 

:narginally involved in pa.rt:J.erships with other companies: about 10% of companies are eD.j;;aged,:ii 
innovation projects with other Italian companies, and only 3% :rre involved in interna::iona.! n~T.,.,..,,.,,.~ 

ships. Although reflecting the specific trait of Italian companies, with a predominance of small 
mediuo-sized firms engaging in informal, rather than formal, i.:J.novation activities, this situation 
underscores the need to promote relations between compames, in order to achieve the cntical mass 
is often a prerequisite for successful innovation. 

"Informal" innovation, which is largely ignored and hardly ever enters the official statistics, 
to surveying difficulties, is en the rise, as a result of the integration of supply dums and •he ability , 

Italian companies to establish networks and synergies between the manufacturing and services 
Q~-io Curzio (2004) argue.s that innovation does not necessarily follow from research, a fact 

seems to be confirmed by the typically Ita.li.aa local district-based entrepreneurial mode~ 
by informal research-based innovation led by inventor-entrepreneurs, rather than conventional 
tific and technological research. This Italian capacity to produce i.n.n.ovaoon without conducting 
research is also reflected in the European Innovation Scoreboard historical data, wbic~ shows how 
always excels in the indicator relating to the percentage of new- or signi5cantly improved- n•c•uuc_c 

launched on the market by companies with a clearly higher positioning (Fortis, 2005; Gros-Pietro, 

2004, Miglietta, 2004). 

Most of the costs that a firm incurs for research and innovation, in fact, are usually spread 
r:umber of different budget items (purchase ~f raw materials, personnel, investments, consulting, 
and only a small portion of these appear - at ti:nes - in the .notes to the fnancial statements. 

As a rule, the interpretations of this phenomenon are based solely on the size of the firm. What is 
cain, however, is that they are absolutely inadequate to explain the phenomenon of innovation in 

Suffice it to mention, in this regard, the widespread informal education consisting of a set of 
gan.ized training activities that are generally not supported by the official educational es ..... uii..QLJ-'-U'-' ... _~ 

but can spring from self-organized i.n..itiatives featuring spontan~ous participation, or from "l·"~u· ....... ·~v·
and random situations related to the ordinary professional activities of individuals. LLkewise, 
innovation can be detected only in new products or services put on the market. A survey by Censis 
:::1easured the info:-mal research and experimental activities camed out by s:::la!l. businesses, which 

feature no specific entry in the fum's financial statements, but which fully engage the fum's ~-·--,.-:, 

resources, enabling significant product and process innovation. The results of this study show that .. 
informal research activities involve significant a..."!lounts of investments and human resources: the coil':~ 
panies examined had incurred cor.sideraulc costs dedicated to. · :-~ 

investments aimed at product and process innovation; 

work dedicated to research, experimental activities and d1.e development of models and prototypes; · 
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outsourcing and external consulting services aimed at product innovation; 

raw materials used to achieve product innovation. 

The annual investmentS incurred amount to 19% of the firm's total spending. 

·'The difficulties in measuring these innovation activities- as a result of which they hardly ever enter 
· official statistics - is confirmed by the survey carried out by the Italian research centre CENSIS, 

according to which 84% of the costs for achieving ·mnovat10n are mduded in aud distnbuted among 
items of the financial statements (purchase of raw materials, personnel, investments, consult

etc.) and only 16% of the costs appear in a 5pecific section of r-~e financial statements dedicated to 

· · In a production system based on small firms, in which development is concentrated in districts, 
chains and networks, relations between firms play a crucial role in explaining the creation of 

produCtS. 

In particular, the traditwo.al paradigm of the subcontracting process, in which the strategic and op
decisions taken by the contractor - usually a medium-to-large firm - are the only drivers of 

· gration within the supply chain, is prevailed over, on the ground, by a model in which the emphasis 
on a multi-directional exchange, within the context of the different stages of innovation, between the 

.-r.,.~-T-:~,nr\r and the subcontractor, and in which the smaJ suppliers even become the main catalyst of 
in certain important phases, such as the provision and implementation of models and pro

es and the supply of :naterials and innovative equipment. 

This leads to the development of a pattern accordmg to which innovation is the result of a balanced 
-rr,.,.TnTP interaction between the contractor, the supplier, and the provider of outsourced services; in 

cases, this interaction is driven by the imagination and inventiveness of the team made up of the 
and the technical employees of the small supplier, supported by external coasultants. 

It is against the backdrop of this model of inter-firm relations that we should interpret the recent 
perforn::ance of medium-sized Italian finns (Unioncamere 2007). 

Medium-sized busmesses, in fact, are based on a system of relations that brings togerher, on average, 
each firm and 244 suppliers of raw materials, semi-finished goods and services (other than adminis
trative services), a system that produces over 5.2 million relations, primarily with small finns or even 

In particular, the survey shows how the segment of small businesses included in the sample manages 
"v'.u~-''"' ..... relationships with at least 27 larger contractors. 

The analysis of the informal research paths undertaken by small businesses (Censis), shows that 
% of the human resources of the companies is engaged in research activities: an average of at least 
employee every 9, in small companies, is employed in research, testing, modeling and prototyping 

Compared to the universe examined here, the number of employees engaged in conducting "infor
mal" research activities lS much higher :han those employed in the "formal" R&D operations, in small 
firms, as recorded by the official statistics. In addition, the survey also shows that there is a signi£cant 

I 
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proportion of small innovative firms, equal to 7.4% of the total, which has either directly patented an 
inno~ation or has transferred it to its client firm for patenti.ng. 

Thanks to the flexibility and ability to adapt to the market needs, through this-pattern of networking 

and supply chain integration~ consisting of a mix of external consulting and in-house activities- which · 

allows the large-scale integrati~n of innovation into the corporate culture, these small dynamic co~~ . 
panies have become the true 'guardians of quality and innovation of Made in Italy products', thanks t;Q' 
their capacity to steer innovation towards the improvement of product quality, expansion of the ' 

tomer base, and improvement of the firm image, not to mention the loyalty-enhancement of ·· 
customers and increased productivity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years there have been signs that, while remaining uncertain, investments in R&D are never
theless improving. The signs consist in the shoring up of the country's competitiveness, with . 

to the emerging economies; mixed product-process innovations, in line with the other countries; 

role of medium-sized firms as drivers of gro'Wth, in the field of medium/high· technology However, 
procedures for delivering public resources tend to penalize the private research centers 

With regard to the capacity of SMEs to innovate, the analyzed data highlights the gap that exists 

tween Italy and the other European countries. Italian SM:Es, i..11 fact, have focused on process ,.· 'n""""1,",.., 

although, in recent years, they have also increased product innovation. The growing trend by SMEs 

develop R&D projects is reflec-.ed in their increased access to national and regional·incentive tools. 

In the context of a po~itive evolution towards research as a means for supporting the 

of SMEs, there is the need to institutionally strengthen :he propensity for collaboration between 
public sector and SMEs, also through the temporary mobility o! the persons involved. 

Integration is the key for building a more constructive market penetration capacity, improving 

ship by companies, enhancing the performance ofltali.an research teams, in terms of the op 
related to the practical implementation ofhigh-profile innovative patents, prototypes and processes. 

Based on the analyses exposed above, it emerges how the role of innovation in the Italian ind 

system has remained substantially unchanged, compared to the past. We have seen how, despite 

fact that Italy invests in research and development to a lesser extent than its main· European partners, 
this has not prevented it from becoming an innovative nation. On the whole, innovation in Italy is les~ 
systematic, more flexible and features mostly incremental improvements in its products, enabling small . 
and medium-sized Italian exporting companies to maintain a high level of competitiveness in the world . 

market. 

This applies in particular to its pronounced weakness in high-tech products, reflecting the com

petitive r,roblems encountered by the large It3J.ian companies, in this field, on the oligopolistic markets:,,, : 
worldwide. However, the intensity of the somparative advantages and disadvantages ofitalian industry -. 

has changed over the years. In particular, over the last decade, its specialization in low-tech products:. · 
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weakened, eroded by the competitive success of emerging countries, while stre11ooth.ening its spe
'''f-I:UI2~aw.vu in intermediate technology products. In other words, the specialization model of the Italian 
economy has been technologically overhauled and improved, albeit with the limitations inherent in the 

nature of the classification. 

The challenges that the globalised world poses today to Italian companies are certainJy tough, but at 
the same tir"e- rc..ry excl . ng ~n 1 . f'lvol· '(' re c .:"' city to implement radic 1 transformanons, ill terms of 
qutlook, organization and technology. The road ahead is a difficult one, but ir's the only one there is. 

The results of the study show the determination ofitalian manufactunng companies in dealing with 
.............. ,.,-, based on the awareness that, in order to grow once agam, they need to produce innovative and 

quality goods at compe~itive prices. 

Nor should we forget that the strong growth in disposable income m emerging countries, the in
number of countries participating in international trade and the variety of goods traded have 

profoundly changed the global economic landscape, and above all the patterns of consumption and 
~ .... vi•·•rnnn in worldwide. 
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